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“The Newest Experience To Hit Las Vegas Motor Speedway Makes Being A Suspect, A Hot Pursuit!”
November 16, 2018 – Police Chase Las Vegas offers thrill seekers an opportunity so unique that it can’t be replicated
anywhere else in the United States. Patrons will go behind the scenes and actually participate in a simulated police chase!
Hearts will pound as lights flash and sirens blare when “Suspects” attempt to outrun the guns as they are pursued by the
“Police”. In the end, participants will agree that getting “caught” is half the fun!
Participants play the role of either or both a Police Officer and a Suspect. Once initial roles have been assigned, participants
will be placed into either a patrol car or suspect vehicle. The excitement begins to build when, out of a dead silence, the
Police Officer is contacted over the crackling patrol car radio by the command center, who informs them that felons are
fleeing the scene of a crime and that suspects are in the area. Moments later, the Suspect’s car races by the patrol car.
Our Police Officer then switches on the lights and sirens and the chase begins! Once our Suspect has been “caught”, drivers
switch places and the hunter becomes the hunted as the chase begins again.
Police Chase Las Vegas is going to be a thrilling attraction for anyone who takes part,” said Las Vegas Motor Speedway
President Chris Powell. “Nowhere else in the world can a person take advantage of this type of automotive activity. Our
speedway often has been called the world’s most diverse motorsports facility, and the addition of Police Chase Las Vegas
underscores that diversity. It will offer a unique experience that is certain to create many memorable moments for every
customer. We’re looking forward to this new and exciting partnership.”
“We are very excited to make Las Vegas Motor Speedway the home of Police Chase Las Vegas,” said Police Chase Las
Vegas partner Damian Sheets. “We bring such a unique, one of a kind, adrenaline pumping experience, unlike anything
anywhere in the country outside of Las Vegas, that people who try it, are absolutely blown away. Everyone at some point
has dreamed of what it would be like to be a police officer, or to run from the cops without consequence. This is your
chance.”
Police Chase Las Vegas offers guests additional experiences beyond the original Police and Suspect chase. Other options
include: experiencing “PIT Maneuvers”. Police Chase Las Vegas offerings are not otherwise available to the public
anywhere else in the country (and are exclusive to law enforcement professionals).
Police Chase Las Vegas is not all fun and games. Participants are given classroom as well as hands on safety training by
Police professionals with vast training in all areas of defensive driving. The program offerings are primarily based on the
Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department’s “Emergency Vehicle Obstacle Course”. The experience incorporates many
parts of actual training programs used by the Police in Las Vegas, as taught by former LVMPD law enforcement training
staff.
Police Chase Las Vegas will have a soft opening on January 13, 2019 and the Grand Opening will take place on January 19,
2019.

About Police Chase Las Vegas
Police Chase Las Vegas is the only provider of police pursuit and intervention driving tactics available to the general public in the United
States. The Company provides its adrenaline pumping experiences at Las Vegas Motor Speedway. Guests experience driving an actual
police car in a lights and siren pursuit or driving a getaway car attempting to flee from a lights and siren police car giving chase.
Additionally, guests can attempt PIT maneuvers and other actual police techniques trained to and only used by real Law Enforcement
Personnel. For more information about Police Chase Las Vegas, log on to www.policechaselv.com.

About Las Vegas Motor Speedway:
Las Vegas Motor Speedway is a wholly owned subsidiary of Speedway Motorsports Inc. For more information about SMI, log on to
www.SpeedwayMotorsports.com.
About Speedway Motorsports Inc.:
Speedway Motorsports, Inc. is a leading marketer, promoter and sponsor of motorsports entertainment in the United States. The
Company, through its subsidiaries, owns and operates the following premier facilities: Atlanta Motor Speedway, Bristol Motor
Speedway, Charlotte Motor Speedway, Kentucky Speedway, Las Vegas Motor Speedway, New Hampshire Motor Speedway, Sonoma
Raceway, and Texas Motor Speedway. The Company provides souvenir merchandising services through its SMI Properties subsidiaries;
manufactures and distributes smaller-scale, modified racing cars and parts through its U.S. Legend Cars International subsidiary; and
produces and broadcasts syndicated motorsports programming to radio stations nationwide though its Performance Racing Network
subsidiary.
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